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Abstract. OntoIOp is an initiative for developing a standard for Ontology, Model and Specification Integration and Inter-
Operability within the OMG (Object Management Group). (We will henceforth abbreviate “Ontology, Model and Specification”
as OMS.) The OntoIOp working group, formed in 2011 and affiliated with the OMG since 2013, comprises a few dozen in-
ternational experts representing all major communities on research and application of ontologies, formal modeling and formal
specification.

The primary tangible output of the OntoIOp work will be DOL, the Distributed OMS Language, a meta-language that gives the
combination of different OMS languages a formal semantics and enables writing OMS libraries consisting of modules written
in multiple OMS languages, and of mappings between such modules. The standardization of DOL’s syntax and semantics is still
in progress, there is already software that supports it, most prominently the Ontohub repository engine.

While the DOL conformance of the most widely used standard OMS languages, particularly OWL, Common Logic and
RDFS, and of their underlying logics and of translations between them, is being established in annexes to the standard, the
DOL framework is designed to be extensible to any future OMS language. For this purpose, the standard provides for an open
registry, to which the community can contribute descriptions of languages, logics and translations. In the interest of enabling
interoperability, this registry is published as a linked open dataset.

We present the initial population of the OntoIOp Registry, comprising 29 (sub)logics, 43 translations and 14 (sub)languages,
each with rich descriptions, and the design of the LoLa ontology about logics and languages forming the core of its vocabulary,
giving references to the literature based on which each part of the initial Registry and of LoLa were modeled. As use cases we
outline how queries and inferences over the Registry can support applications for managing OMSs and OMS libraries.

Looking into the near future, we draft the governance structures that will ensure sustainable maintenance of the OntoIOp
Registry, and how large parts of it will be exported automatically rather than being maintained manually.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The OntoIOp Initiative and the OMG
Standardization Process

OntoIOp [1] is an initiative for developing a stan-
dard for Ontology, Model and Specification1 Integration

1henceforth abbreviated as OMS
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Table 1
Dataset characteristics at a glance

Aspect Value

Name OntoIOp Registry
Homepage http://ontoiop.org
URI http://purl.net/dol/registry
License currently discussing CC0 or Open Data Commons Attribution
Availability RDF/XML LOD; dumps in RDF/XML, Turtle, N-Triples
Topic descriptions of ontology/modeling/specification languages, logics, serializations, translations, etc.
Data source Hets, an OMS management software; literature; community contributionsa

Vocabularies LoLa (purpose-made), VoID, SKOS
a planned in the near future

and InterOperability within the OMG (Object Man-
agement Group). The OntoIOp working group, formed
in 2011 and affiliated with the OMG since 2013, com-
prises a few dozen international experts representing
all major communities on research and application of
ontologies, formal modeling and formal specification.
In December 2013, the OntoIOp standardization pro-
cess was formally started by publishing a Request for
Proposals (RFP) [2], a “requirements document for the
future specification” [3]. Till Mossakowski, the sec-
ond author of this paper, is the project leader of On-
toIOp; the other authors have also been OntoIOp mem-
bers from its inception. Responses to the OntoIOp RFP
are due in December 2014; in particular, the OntoIOp
working group is now working on submitting the spec-
ification of DOL, the Distributed OMS Language, as a
response. Usually, after one or two rounds of revision,
four bodies on different levels of the OMG, get to vote
on whether or not to accept a specification.

1.2. The Distributed OMS Language and its
Extensibility

DOL is meta-language that gives the combination
of different OMS languages a formal semantics and
enables writing OMS libraries consisting of modules
written in multiple OMS languages, and of mappings
between such modules. Full details can be found in
the draft of the DOL specification [16]; an overview
of an earlier state has been published as a paper in
2013 [14]. OntoIOp intends to support any OMS lan-
guage that has a formal, logic-based semantics. In par-
ticular, the design of DOL has been influenced by ac-
commodating the needs of the Semantic Web, W3C-
standardized ontology languages OWL and RDFS, of
the ISO-standardized Common Logic, of the CoFI-
standardized Common Algebraic Specification Lan-

guage (CASL), and several formal semantics that have
been given to the structure diagrams of UML. While
the DOL conformance of the most widely used stan-
dard OMS languages, of their underlying logics, of
mappings between these logics, and of the serializa-
tions (i.e. concrete syntaxes) of the languages is be-
ing established in annexes to the standard, the DOL
framework is designed to be extensible to any future
OMS language. For this purpose, the standard pro-
vides for an open registry, to which the community can
contribute descriptions of languages, logics, serializa-
tions, mappings and related items. In the interest of en-
abling interoperability, this registry is published as a
linked open dataset. An OMS library uses IRIs to refer
not only to OMSs and the symbols they declare, but
also to refer to languages, logics, serializations, map-
pings, etc.2; for example, the following snippet from
an OMS library refers to an OWL DL ontology written
in Manchester Syntax:

language <http://purl.net/dol/languages/OWL2/DL>
syntax <http://purl.net/dol/serializations/OWL2/

Manchester>
ontology <http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/bfo.owl> =
ObjectProperty:
<http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000139>
%% temporal part of

Characteristics: Transitive
SubPropertyOf:
<http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000132>
%% part of occurrent

InverseOf:
<http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000121>
%% has temporal part

2Typically, OMS libraries would employ the CURIE abbreviation
mechanism, which DOL borrows from the RDFa W3C Recommen-
dation [4]. However, for clarity, we write full IRIs here, as it is not
the purpose of this paper to introduce all features of DOL’s syntax.
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2. Dataset Overview, URIs and Links

The main types of items in the OntoIOp Registry
are

– OMS languages,
– the logics that define the semantics of these lan-

guages,
– mappings between these logics: translations, em-

bedding or encoding a logic into another, usually
more expressive one, and projections, forgetful
operations into the opposite direction, and

– serializations, serving as concrete syntaxes for
languages.

The main types of relations between these items are
between

– a language and a logic that defines its semantics,
– a language and a serialization that defines its syn-

tax,
– a language and a subset (sublanguage) of it,
– a logic and another logic it can be mapped to or

from (with a hierarchy of more specific relations,
which classify mappings by accuracy [13]),

– a language and another language it can be mapped
to or from (induced from mappings between the
underlying logics),

Figure 1 shows the neighborhood of a few widely
known ontology languages in the OntoIOp Registry,
including some of their logics and serializations.

For a serialization, the Registry furthermore records
its media type (e.g. text/owl-manchester for
the OWL Manchester Serialization) and its filename
extensions (e.g. .omn).

To obtain stable, widely accepted identifier names
for the languages, logics and serializations in the
Registry, and to be sure to capture their semantics
correctly, we consulted the following sources: aca-
demic literature for logics and mappings between
them (cf. our earlier work [13] for a systematic re-
view), and standard documents (e.g. W3C, ISO, . . . )
for languages and serializations. We also link to such
sources to document the provenance of Registry en-
tries. Machine-friendly identifiers were partly obtained
from our own, long-standing implementation of soft-
ware support for logics and mappings in the Heteroge-
neous Tool Set (Hets [12]).

To the best of our knowledge, the OntoIOp Registry
is unique in being a linked dataset covering the domain
of OMS languages. With the LATIN Logic Atlas [8],
output of a project co-led by the second author, there is

another dataset about logics and translations between
them. It is inspired by linked data principles in that it
identifies logics and theories (which are what OntoIOp
calls “OMSs”) by dereferenceable URIs. However, it
specifies an extended resolution mechanism for rela-
tive URIs [17] and does not offer an RDF representa-
tion, and is therefore not immediately compatible with
conventional deployments of linked data. Moreover,
the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV[6]) names a
few ontology languages. Within these limits, the On-
toIOp has links to other datasets.

3. Vocabulary, Domain Modeling, Patterns

The purpose-made LoLa ontology (logics and lan-
guages; see [10] and http://purl.net/dol/1.
0/rdf#) serves as the main vocabulary for the On-
toIOp Registry, as we are not aware of any other vo-
cabulary with a comparable domain coverage. The
ontologies currently emerging in the context of the
OMG API for Knowledge Bases (API4KB3), whose
working group closely communicates, and overlaps in
staff, with the OntoIOp working group, form an ex-
ception: they include an ontology capturing the ter-
minology of OntoIOp, which takes inspiration from
LoLa and overlaps with it. We follow the API4KB de-
velopment and are aligning LoLa with its ontologies.
LoLa’s main classes and properties correspond to the
“main types of items” and “main types of relations”
listed at the beginning of Section 2. In addition, we em-
ploy VoID [5] for dataset-level metadata and SKOS for
human-readable labels [11]. With regard to the “Five
Stars of Linked Data Vocabulary Use” [7], the On-
toIOp Registry, with LoLa being its main vocabulary,
gets four stars: the Registry’s VoID metadata explicitly
link to LoLa, which is published as machine-friendly
OWL RDF/XML and documented in a human-friendly
paper, linked at least to the API4KB OntoIOp Termi-
nology ontology mentioned above, and having OMV
and, of course, LoLa metadata.

To model complex domain knowledge, LoLa uses
the design pattern of reification. Mappings between
logics are most exactly represented as resources hav-
ing properties for their source and target logic; there
is a hierarchy of mapping classes with different lev-
els of mapping accuracy, including, e.g., a class
ExactMapping. Corresponding to this class hierar-

3http://www.omgwiki.org/API4KB/
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Fig. 1. Relations between selected languages, logics and serializations

chy, there is a hierarchy of properties, e.g. exactly-
MappableTo, linked to the classes by the reifies
annotation property. We use annotation properties be-
cause the inference rule that, if there is a mapping with
some source and target logics, the source logic is map-
pable to the target logic via the mapping property rei-
fied by the class of the mapping, is not expressible in
OWL, but has a first-order semantics.4

4. Intended Purpose and Applications

While the standardization of DOL’s syntax and se-
mantics is still in progress, there is already software
that supports it, most prominently the Ontohub repos-
itory engine [15] and the underlying Hets system,
which both enable the maintenance of OMS libraries,
in that they are able to feed contained OMSs written
in different logics to different reasoners, possibly af-

4Section 5 provides an example of how this first-order rule could
be formalized.

ter mapping. Ontohub and Hets alone would not need
an OntoIOp Registry dataset to operate, as they need
a deeper understanding of languages, logics, serial-
izations and mappings than any linked dataset could
provide. In fact, the knowledge coded into Ontohub
and particularly into Hets largely subsumes the On-
toIOp Registry, which, in future, will allow for gen-
erating the Registry by export from these applications
(cf. Section 6.2). However, as the OntoIOp RFP calls
for an open standard to foster interoperability, other
applications supporting DOL will also emerge even-
tually, or existing ontology, modelling and specifica-
tion tools will be adapted for DOL conformance. Even
for purely technical reasons such as different program-
ming language preferences (Ontohub is implemented
in Ruby on Rails, Hets is implemented in Haskell, and
both offer HTTP APIs) not all DOL-conforming appli-
cations will realistically use Ontohub or Hets as their
foundation. Thus, to be able to find out things about
languages, logics, etc., they can query the OntoIOp
Registry. For example, the following SPARQL query,
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Fig. 2. The graph of most of the logics so far in the OntoIOp Registry [16]

which might be employed by an ontology editor, re-
turns all languages a given ontology is translatable to:

PREFIX dol: <http://purl.net/dol/1.0/rdf#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?target-language WHERE {

# first determine, by querying the ontology itself,
# its language
<http://ontohub.org/ontologies/my-ontology>

dol:language ?theLanguageOfTheGivenOntology .
# find out everything the language is
# translatable to
?theLanguageOfTheGivenOntology

dol:translatableTo ?targetLanguage ;
# just to make sure: We are only interested in
# mappings to languages.
dol:mappableToLanguage ?targetLanguage .

# (The use of TWO properties is owed to the
# orthogonal design of LoLa.)

}

A more complex variant would additionally output the
accuracy characteristics of these mappings. Or sup-
pose a knowledge engineer has to choose a logic for
formalizing an OMS in a logically heterogeneous en-
vironment. Certainly, a logic that is translatable from
and to many other logics is a candidate:

PREFIX dol: <http://purl.net/dol/1.0/rdf#>
SELECT ?logic,

COUNT(?targetLogic) AS ?t,
COUNT(?sourceLogic) AS ?s

WHERE {
?logic a dol:Logic ;

dol:translatableTo ?targetLogic ;

dol:translatableFrom ?sourceLogic .
} ORDER BY ?t, ?s

5. Creation, Maintenance and Update
Mechanisms

The initial version of the OntoIOp Registry, com-
prising 29 (sub)logics, 43 translations and 14 (sub)lan-
guages, was populated manually. To keep manual au-
thoring feasible without compromising the richness
of the published LOD, we author the core of the
dataset, which is free of semantic redundancies, in a
single file, but generate an expanded version conform-
ing to LOD best practices automatically. The mech-
anism for this automated generation, which is based
on a Makefile and N3 rules, we have previously de-
veloped for another dataset [9, Section 4]. The ex-
panded dataset, using slash URIs and thus one down-
loadable unit per resource in the dataset, targets gen-
eral LOD clients that crawl data in a “follow-your-
nose” manner and that are not capable of OWL in-
ferencing nor understand the LoLa-specific reifica-
tion patterns for mappings. For example, we expand
OWL inverse properties into explicit triples: from
<http://purl.net/dol/languages/Common
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Logic> dol:supportsLogic <http://purl.
net/dol/logics/Propositional>, we gen-
erate <http://purl.net/dol/logics/Prop
ositional> dol:specifiesSemanticsOf
<http://purl.net/dol/languages/Common
Logic>. Or, the correspondence between mapping
classes and the mapping properties that they reify is
formalized as follows:

{ ?mapping a ?mappingClass ;
dol:mapsFrom ?source;
dol:mapsTo ?target .

?mappingClass dol:reifies ?mappingProperty }
=> { ?source ?mappingProperty ?target } .

Thus, the expanded dataset has around three times as
many triples as as the core dataset. The sources of the
Registry and its generation scripts are maintained in a
GitHub repository.5

In the near future, we plan to no longer manually
maintain the Registry entries for the majority of logics
and translations that is supported by Hets, but to let
Ontohub serve them (cf. Section 6.2).

6. Future Work

Given the ambitious schedule for having DOL
adopted as an OMG standard, as explained in Sec-
tion 1, all of the following steps will be addressed in
the near future.

6.1. Recording Tool Support

In its current state, the OntoIOp Registry has in-
formation on whether one logic or language can be
mapped to another one, but not how to map it, i.e.: what
tools implement the mapping, and with what properties
(such as system requirements). Also, within one lan-
guage or one logic there are certain operations whose
theoretical properties (e.g. worst-case complexity) and
tool support are widely known. The existing resources
in the OntoIOp Registry provide natural anchor points
for collecting such information in a community effort.

6.2. Export from Ontohub

As said in Section 4, knowledge about most widely
used logics and mappings between them has already
been encoded once, before we started building the On-
toIOp Registry: in Hets. Ontohub is already serving
the logic graph of Hets on the Web6, including 85 log-

5https://github.com/ontohub/OOR_Ontohub_API
6http://ontohub.org/logics/

ics. By adding a linked data conforming RDF export
to Ontohub, we could therefore generate large parts of
the Registry; only logics not (yet) supported by Hets
would have to be maintained separately, but as Onto-
hub is a repository engine, it could in principle also
provide support for this.

6.3. Policies to Ensure Sustainability and Stability

Policies to ensure sustainability and stability of the
OntoIOp Registry are not yet effective; however, the
OntoIOp RFP requires responses to discuss not only
the technology of the Registry but also the rules and
procedures for maintaining it [2, Section 6.7]. We aim
at establishing a maintenance authority to maintain the
registry as an informative resource governed by the
OntoIOp standard [16, Section 2].
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